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Kailas: A Painting Khora

154.

Kailas north face, afternoon. 2007, oil on linen.
71 x 99ins/180 x 251cms (Julian Cooper)

K

ailas and its neighbouring Lake Manasarowar have dominated the
Indian imagination for millennia. It is both a real mountam, 67l4m
high, and a conceptual mountain, central to a world of myth and literature,
architecture and sculpture, music and dance.
Called by the Tibetans Gang Rimpoche or Ti-se, it is the source of four
major rivers, Indus, Sutlej, Ganga and Brahrnaputra. In geological terms
Kailas is the world's highest deposit of tertiary conglomerate, laid down in
the period immediately preceding the arrival of early man. And of course it
is 'both a fascinating and a strikingly beautiful mountain to behold.
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A sacred geography of Hindu, Buddhist, Jain and Bon cosmology centres
around Kailas (as Mt Meru, axis mundz). Different interpretations are given
to the physical features of the mountain, the cardinal directions and the
river systems which emerge from the mountain. For the Hindus it is the
seat of Shiva and Parvati, for the Buddhists it is a gigantic mandala, for the
Jains it is the locale of the celestial world [oka. Its four clearly defined walls
match the points of the compass. It is forbidden to climb the mountain;
only to circumnavigate it.
Parallel and concurrent to the literature of the mountain is the myth
recreated and replicated in stone and brick temples and monuments,
innumerable reliefs, stone sculptures, bronze images and countless miniature
paintings from the 5th to the 18th centuries. These are found all over India.
My ambition in making this series of paintings of Kailas was to extend
the range of meanings that a mountain subject had offered me in previous
painting projects. The Kangchenjunga series of paintings 2000-1 were largely
concerned with relentless natural processes without reference to humanity,
and the Eiger paintings of 2003-4 were about projecting climbing and visual
routes onto terrain which also had its history of dramas played out on the
face of the mountain.
I wanted to reconstruct Kailas in terms of paint onto a flat canvas, bringing the mountain down to earth and into the room; perhaps equivalent to
the Kailas temples which are themselves synthetic versions of the mountain,
but viewed through my own western sensibility, which also included what
I understood of Tibetan Buddhism. I would make a khora, a ritual circumambulation of the mountain, painting and recording as I went. It would be
a painting khora.
Kailas as a subject embodies both an attitude of reverence towards the
Earth and a personal, corporeal, identification with it. This might make
this series close to being religious paintings themselves.

South-west face
It's 8am and dawn in Darchen, a settlement at the foot of Mt Kailas, and
I'm trying to find the start of the pilgrims' path that circles the mountain.
At the same time I'm trying to keep a pack of dogs at bay with my walking
pole. Eventually I lose the dogs and spot a couple of people in the distance,
walking in a determined way in what seems the right direction. One looks
like a porter - he's carrying a heavy load - the other the client, I think.
They're going faster than me, so I'm soon on my own. The way eventually
ascends a pass covered with prayer flags and the first view of Kailas. I stop
and look at the mountain. It does look extraordinary. Of particular interest
is a gold reflection projected upwards onto an ice cliff on the shadowed
side of Kailas from the sunlit snow slope beneath.
I'm joined by two shepherds and a flock of sheep, with some lambs and
rams. We exchange the respective English/Tibetan names for 'sheep' and
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Kailas south-west face (site study), 2006, oil on linen.
20 x 26ins/51 x 66cms (Julian Cooper)

'goats'. Then down the other side of the pass to a large flat plain dotted
with boulders and covered with thin grass, leading on to a canyon further
round the mountain. The sun is hot, the air cool. It all looks rather pleasant.
After a good deal of manoeuvring to get the best angle on the mountain
I set everything up. It's llam. I've got a good three-quarter view of Kailas
in front of me and canvas, brushes and paints to hand. Earth colours mainly,
except for the deep blue sky and white snow. The mountain looks so strange,
like a space craft landed from the sky, with its pointed dome-like snow cap
looming above me, ending abruptly with a monolithic black buttress like
the prow of a ship, topped with a snow-cap of its own. All this is mounted
on a pedestal of red sandstone conglomerate, looking like battlements.
Every now and then a large hare runs past, seemingly quite tame. It
certainly feels good to be having this first session with the mountain. After
a while, engrossed in the painting, I'm aware of a flock of goats and sheep
surrounding me. I carry on painting, then look behind me to see tbe smiling
face of a shepherdess leaning over the boulder forming my back-rest. I think
she'd been there for some time. She could have taken my video camera if
she'd wanted to; it was just there on the rock in front of her. I'd have been
lost without it though, having dropped and broken my stills camera the
day before on arrival at Kailas.
Whilst painting the mountain I'm very much aware of the built structures
in front of me in the distance. The most prominent is a 6m pole with prayer
flags radiating from it like a maypole; this is the Tarboche, renewed every
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Kailas west face, 2007, oil on linen. 64 x 75ins/163 x 19lcms
(Julian Cooper)

June with a great festival. Further on there's the Gagn-Ni, or gateway chorten,
and behind both there's a natural rock platform which forms an important
sky burial site. Apart from the natural platform, I don't include these
structures into the painting, although what they stand for is influencing the
way I'm looking at this mountain. Four hours is about all I can usefully do
on this painting, after that the light has moved too much.
It's a slog back over the pass to Darchen, the village at the foot of Kailas,
because I still haven't got used to the heavy pack and the altitude. Before
the end of day though I've still got to make sure of seeing the full view of
the south face of Kailas in case it's impossible another day. So after a nap I
climb steeply up for about 300m above Darchen to around 5000m. It's
8.30pm. The south face looks just perfect with the sun going down and a
warm pink/gold colour lighting everything sideways from the west. It seems
mythical even though it's in front of my eyes. I can see the great vertical
gash down the side of the mountain, the terraces in horizontal rows looking
like some sort of script, and great blank areas of rock like architecture. All
I can do is film it, and hope to be able to return for a painting.
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West face
It's 8.30am on 1 May. I'm following the same track from Darchen as
yesterday but this time with 'Got', my guide and porter, who is carrying
the heavier pack. He's about SO years old, and he's done the khora 80 times.
At the top of the first pass we pause and are caught up by two figures I'd
noticed before in the distance. One large man is carrying five mattresses
plus some bedding, the other smaller man is carrying a small plastic bag.
He has a club foot and walks with a limp. It turns out that he is a friend of
Got's and is living in a tent with his family on the north side of Kailas,
where he seems to have the concession on a stone hut in which it turns out
I'm to sleep, though I don't know it yet. They spend the rest of the day in
continuous conversation as they walk.
Down on the plain we pass near to yesterday's painting spot and I divert
to do a small khora round the Tarboche pole with its coloured streamers; the
ground is covered with debris left from the year before. I'm getting used to
the strangeness of being in a remote place yet with evidence of devotions
everywhere; carved rock, painted rock, mani stones. We pass under a famous
monastery sitting high up on the other side of the canyon. No time to visit
it because the aim is to get round to the north side of the mountain before
the end of day.
For a while the path follows a frozen river deep in the gorge, without
sight of Kailas. Then I catch sight of it, blinding white, against the deep
blue sky, half hidden behind a flat-on view of the great black buttress that
forms the south pillar to its west face. This view has a savage power and
significance about it, something to do with its symmetries of shape and
extreme polarities of colour and tone, intensified by being seen through a
gap in the red sandstone wall. All I can do is spend some time frlming it,
and burning it into my memory, sadly with no time for painting.
I'd read that the best views of Kailas along this stretch were from the
west bank of the river and took the opportunity to cross at a small bridge.
Got and his companions have continued on the main pilgrim path on the
east side; I keep them in sight whilst walking on my own, which is just
what I want, and there's virtually no-one else about. So quiet, but with an
echo in the space.
The canyon widens a bit and suddenly there is Kailas again, totally
different, this time the whole west face in view. It is an extraordinary sight,
the mountain doubling back on itself, the convex south face switching into
concave mode, ribbed with a complex of horizontal terraces, zipping round
to a blarrk rock wall at the north side, ending in an abrupt ridge, the whole
thing topped by an overhanging ice cliff and surrounded by dementedlooking sandstone rock towers. This is what I have come for. The mountain
has such a powerful presence, I should be staying here and painting it,
staying the night, but it would have meant bringing a tent, which would
m~an an extra porter, which would mean another tent!
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The next hour is taken up trying to ensure that I've got everything I might
need on film to make the intended painting; stopping almost neurotically
every few yards, filming again and again, from every angle, for the next
mile or so. And just looking, taking it all in.
Presently I notice that the others are heading for a big tent in the valley
across the river; making a rush for it across the ice, cracking as I step on it,
I join them in the tent. There are two other guests there as well, a Chinese
gentleman, who says he isn't going all the way around the mountain, and
his Tibetan porter. The pot-noodles on offer are extremely welcome, not
having had breakfast, and it was good to get indoors out of the sun. The
tent has been put up in advance of the expected rush of pilgrims, due later
in the month.
It is about 4pm by now, and we have yet to turn around the corner of the
mountain onto the north side. This for me is a gruelling two hours,
sometimes wading thigh deep in soft snow, but gaining height. At last the
ground levels out, I can see some low buildings and the red gompa across
the river and then, past a foothill, I'm looking straight at the north face and
I know this is going to be worth it.

157.

Kailas north face, morning (site study), 2006, oil on linen.
25 x 30ins/63 x 76cms (Julian Cooper)

North face
These Tibetans are very kind. They've shown me to an empty dry-stonewall
hut I can sleep in, given me a thermos of hot water, and when I mentioned
painting Kailas, brought in a cardboard box for a desk, with a candle.
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A cold night, but the stone walls keep the wind out. At 8am I make
coffee on my stove, then porridge. Stepping out of the hut, I am shocked at
the intensity of the colour of the north face in the morning light, pink snow
and golden rock with deep blue shadows. Dawn light from the east defines
the forms within the mountain. Very cold; the sun hasn't reached valley
level yet. It's a pity time can't be stopped when it's like this; it's perfect now,
but later the light will be all wrong. I shoot lO-second bursts of video now
and then to catch the change of light. Having eventually chosen a spot
away from the mountain down towards the monastery and river, I set up
and start painting. It's lOam.
It's fascinating sorting out the intricacies of the north face in paint. The
first impact is a simple pyramid or trapezoid shape, but there are sub-shapes
within this; there's a prominent terrace line running along the whole face
that is about 10 degrees off the horizontal (echoing the Tibetan plateau
slope), and then it breaks up into deep ridges and gullies, but the line carries
on among them. Below the angled line is a blank, unbroken wall and below
this a whole series of terraces one on top of another, running the whole
width of the mountain, forming a base. Capping it all, against the sky, is a
vast pediment, interrupted by ridges and flutings of snow. At the summit a
cornice bulges over the face.
I'm using water-soluble oil paint onto pre-prepared ochre ground, which
reads pretty well as basic rock colour, so I modify this and work into it with
blue-grey areas for shadow, then warm white areas for sunlit snow, and
pale blue-grey for shadowed snow. A deep blue Tibetan sky compresses the
whole lot and keeps it unified.
Sometime during my session a man sits down right next to me. I carry on
working. He stays for about lS minutes; he's been collecting river water. I
give up painting at lpm and go back to the hut. It snows, quite a blizzard,
but stops by 2.30, so I go up the hill behind the huts and tents to do another
painting nearer the mountain. It's grey sky and no sunlight, windy and
bleak, but I want a record of the afternoon light. I have to tether down the
easel with elastic cord to stop it shaking in the wind. With this second
painting it's a chance to further impress form and colour into my memory
for the actual large paintings back home.
Even if these on-site paintings appear crude and sketchy, they force me
to look hard at the subject and that's their main purpose. After three and a
half hours the sun comes out, transforming Kailas into something epic and
magical, and I make sure that I get that onto video. I also get something of
it onto canvas, sunlight defining the north face from the opposite direction
to this morning's session.
Packing up, I notice a lone photographer on the ridge below me; he's
Japanese, I think. I wave but there's no response. He's still there when I
leave. Back at the huts some people have arrived, including a Siberian who's
curious to see what I've been working on. I've been given an extra duvet to
go over my sleeping bag; it's going to be a cold night.
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East face
I get up at 7.30am and look out of the hut. Kailas looks blindingly bright,
covered in fresh snow with a semi-transparent aura of mist rising up from
it. The Russians are already setting off to continue round the mountain; I
pack and make breakfast, ready to set off with Got. It's a beautiful sunny
day but Gott doesn't appear, and when he does, much later, suggests that
it's too late now, because the snow will be too soft. I insist, and he gets
ready, but it's already lOam before we're crossing the river. The ice is
extremely dodgy; I have to run across, half hopping on the poles, and it
breaks at every step, but not quite all the way through. Then it's a plod up
to the first pass where we come across a nomad descending with his horse.
The animal is bleeding and we follow spots of blood all the way from there.
Next comes a snow basin; it's getting warm now and the snow is deep and
soft. We have to keep moving fast before it becomes impossible to move.
Splendid views looking across to the north-east side of the mountain, where
it connects onto a ridge and the inner khora starts.
Ahead lies the Dolma La at S630~. I ascend slowly, so it's not too bad.
Got is way ahead. The top is an exhilarating and silent place, deep snow all
around, the great rock covered with flags, streamers, and bits of clothing. It
must be crowded with pilgrims during the season, the climax to their journey.
But now it's just the two of us and we have our respective lunches. I give
Got a tot of my Laphroaig; he likes it, so we share the flask during the
steep descent.
It's a relief to be going downhill, but it goes on for a long time until we
reach valley bottom. Resting in a sheepfold, we're surprised by a couple of
yak herders who want a chat; they look a bit like Red Indians. We continue
along a seemingly endless valley. I'm getting tired, but it's difficult to find
any stone without sacred words carved on it, and all are therefore forbidden
to sit on. The sky clouds up; it's starting to snow. I look half-heartedly up at
Kailas now and then, but the east face is mostly hidden, either by cloud or
foothills, and I don't care anymore.
At last the gompa comes into view, and a guesthouse beneath with rooms.
We eat with the nice woman of the house and her young daughter; noodle
soup eaten with chopsticks. I'm hopeless with chopsticks, an inability they
find amusing. Before turning in the landlady needs to be paid, but won't
accept either my slightly torn lOO yuan note, or the dollars I have. So the
daughter takes me up the hill to the gompa, for change. It's dusk, and snowing
gently. The girl bangs repeatedly on the great double doors of the monastery
until eventually they are opened by an ancient lama in dark red robes with
long grey hair. It feels like I'm in a kind of Tintin episode. The little girl
skips right in, as if it's a second home, rolling the massive prayer wheel
inside, and we follow the lama who unlocks an inner chamber, dimly lit,
with rows of gold Buddhas and painted walls. He goes to the safe and after
a lot of counting and recounting the transaction is sorted out.
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Next day it is just a morning's walk to complete the khora, gently
descending alongside a river and then onto the Barkha plain with views
across to the graceful shapes of Gurla Mandhata in the distance, then onto
the main Darchen track where we are overtaken by young Tibetans riding
trail bikes and wearing cowboy hats. Within sight of the village, Got and I
rest for the last time, sitting on uninscribed rocks, having a whisky and
attending to his payment. Got shows me his shoes which were brand new
at the start of the khora and are now completely worn through at the soles.
So I give him extra for new ones.
On arrival, I'm told that my friends, with whom I journeyed to Tibet,
have given up their attempt on their unclimbed 'Peak 6530' near Loinbo
Kangri due to wintry conditions and are on their own khora of Kailas. They
are due in tomorrow. I'm delighted, both at the prospect of rejoining
them and because it will make it easier for us all to get back across the
border to Nepal.

158.

Kailas south face, morning (site study), 2006, oil on linen.
25 x 30ins/63 x 76cms (Julian Cooper)

South face
This is my last chance to paint the south face and I head off early. High on
a ridge I stop and let a lone dog walk slowly by. I'm worried about rabies.
It's cold and windy when I get to the high point looking over to the face.
With sunlight and clouds moving rapidly across Kailas, it has a totally
different feel from that calm evening here six days ago. I'd like to include
this movement of sun and cloud shadow into the painting but that has to be
left to the camera at this point. The priority is to sort out the formal
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complexity of the south face, which is the most iconic image of Kailas,
the one that the fIrst pilgrims would have seen on climbing up out of India.
This south face is hypnotizing me. It's a perfect symbol of Yab- Yum, (male/
female) and I keep losing my place in what I'm looking at; there's a difficulty
in getting the subtle double curve of the west skyline and I think there are
nine stacks of terraces. It's a pattern of roughly equal amounts of snow and
rock forrning horizontal bands that move from predominately rock at the
base to predominately snow at the top, with a kind of ladder of rock terraces
partly showing through the snow cap leading up to the summit. It's all
supposed to form a swastika but I can't see that. Then there's a great gully
that rends the face from top to bottom and is said to have been formed by a
Bon-Po priest being flung down the mountain by the Buddhist saint Milarepa.
After about three hours I've had enough. Before going, I point the video
camera at myself, but forget to include Kailas in the frame, omitting the
only evidence that I've been here at all. With a feeling of 'job done', I am
able to appreciate the walk back down the hill to Darchen, with Nanda
Devi and the Garhwal Himalaya 'faintly visible in the distance, Gurla
Mandhata seemingly afloat beyond the Barkha plain and the half-frozen
ultramarine lakes Manasarowar and Rakshas Tal in the foreground.
It's mid-afternoon when I get down to the guesthouse, and Mina, the
driver insists on taking me straight to where the others have arrived. It's
good to see all them again, and over beers at a teahouse we compare our
respective khoras.

I am grateful to Julian Freeman-Attwood for his invitation in April 2006 to
accompany him and fellow climbers Luke Hughes, Phil Bartlett and Mark
Upton on an expedition he was leading to attempt the fIrst ascent of 'Peak
6530', a spectacular pyramid rising from a high snowfIeld near to Loinbo
Kangri in western Tibet. The plan was that I would paint from a high camp
near the base of their mountain before heading off west to Kailas, two days
away, with driver and vehicle. This part of the trip was my own eventful
introduction to Tibet, involving among other things a pre-dawn exit from
Kathmandu, avoiding curfew, road-blocks and riots (the slow-motion
overthrow of King Gyanendra was underway), a narrow escape from a
series of avalanches on the road deep in the Kyirong valley and the discovery
of a 1000-year-old working monastery, apparently untouched by the Chinese
'Cultural' Revolution.

